Roadmap to Spiritual Awakening. . .
Lecture: Base Chakra: Environmental Compatibility, Part 2
Questions:
Q1. How does the fact that we live in a finite world affect the assimilation of light
from the environment in which a devotee finds herself?
Q2. What is the implication of being in an environment where the light for growth
has been exhausted?
Q3. At what point have the light frequencies of the current environment been
exhausted?
Q4. How is the Base Chakra’s vibration affected by the rising vibration of the personas-a-whole?
Q5. What is the implication of being exposed to several different environments in a
single day?
Q6. Where does the Base Chakra get more light frequencies for growth after
assimilating all the frequencies available from the current environment?
Q7. Because the raised vibration of the individual and his base chakra expands and
grows beyond the vibration of the current environment, what follows?
Q8. What makes the shift to a new environment difficult to the point of being
explosive? What makes it easy?
Q9. How does a romantic relationship affect spiritual growth? How does the key
ingredient, love, work to enhance growth?
Q10. Why is housing the will in the base chakra ideal?
Q11. Survival has often been attributed to the Base Chakra. How does this work?
Q12. The principle of bringing the will and the energies of the soul and the Earth, as
coordinated through the base chakra, to bear upon threats to survival also applies to
what other life situations?
Q13. What is the role of the empowered Base Charka?

Answers:
A1. Being that this is a finite world, the devotee assimilates all the light she can from
the environment she is currently in, and therefore, accomplishes all the growth
possible.
A2. If she remains in the same environment without exposure to new light
frequencies, her evolution will come to a halt, and her life path will stagnate.
A3. The exhaustion of frequencies for growth occurs when the devotee’s vibration has
risen to match and exceed the vibration of the current environment.
A4. The vibration of the Base Chakra continues to reflect the physical and subtle
bodies’ vibrational frequency rate in perfect lock-step as the vibration rate changes
with every frequency assimilated.
A5. Each different environment provides a new and different set of light frequencies
for growth.
A6. The Base Chakra continues to expand and grow by assimilating light generated
through the creative power of its own inner Oneness. Growth comes from both
external and internal sources of light.
A7. What follows from outgrowing the current environment is that the tensions
between the environment and the individual’s base chakra increase to the point where
incompatibility causes enough disruption to liberate the individual to find a new
environment.
A8. The shift to a new environment will be difficult and even explosive when the
person is subject to constraints that enhance tension between the vibrations of the
environment and the Base Chakra. The greater the resistance to the shift, the greater
will be the disruption. The shift is made easy when the person accepts changes
readily, is open minded, and is free of external constraints.
A9. Spiritual growth in a romantic relationship is enhanced because of the sharing of
each person’s light frequencies with the other person. Love, the key ingredient, raises
the vibrations of both persons, thus making the exchange of light frequencies easier,
thus enhancing growth.

A10. Housing the will in the base chakra is ideal because the base chakra incorporates
both soul and Earth vibrations and can extend those influences upon the will most
readily.
A11. The will is intimately connected with the soul’s seed-light and can, therefore,
bring significant soul energies to bear. At the same time, because the base chakra is
well attuned to the Earth’s frequencies, the will can also draw upon the resources of
the physical plane by working with the light of the planet. When an individual’s
survival is threatened, the will, centred within the base chakra, is most capable of
marshalling both physical and soul energies for survival.
A12. The principle of bringing the will and the energies of the soul and the Earth, as
coordinated through the base chakra, to bear also applies to the maintenance of an
individual’s current vibration along with his ability to thrive.
A13. The empowered base chakra ensures that an individual is in the right place at
the right time to acquire the light she needs.
Go to next lecture questions HERE.
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